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So many terms….

• Culturally relevant                   

• Culturally aware

• Culturally & Linguistically Competent

• Culturally Appropriate

• Cultural sensitivity

• Culturally Competent

• Cultural Proficiency

• Multicultural Competence

• Culturally Effective

• Cultural Humility

• Linguistically Competent







The complexity of culture and race

Watch it here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUQrwXdw1jw



Cultural Competency

Indicates that a person not only has been an awareness of 
the nuances of one’s own culture as well as those of other 
cultures, but also that he or she does not assign a negative or 
positive value to the differences within, between, and among 
cultures -accepts cultural differences non- judgmentally.



The Culturally Competent Therapist - Mirror

A culturally skilled counselor is one who is actively in the process

of becoming aware of his or her own assumptions about human

behavior, values, biases, preconceived notions, personal

limitations, and so forth.”

(Sue, Arredondo & McDavis, 1992, p. 75)

Is this enough? 



Active steps

• Cultural awareness and beliefs: Provider’s sensitivity to her or 
his personal values and biases and how these may influence 
perceptions of the client, client’s problem, and the counseling 
relationship. 

• Cultural knowledge: Counselor’s knowledge of the client’s 
culture, worldview, and expectations for the counseling 
relationship. 

• Cultural skills: Counselor’s ability to intervene in a manner that 
is culturally sensitive and relevant. 

D. W. Sue, Ivey, and  Pedersen (1996)



How Aware Are We?





Bias - Unconscious preferences

Watch it here!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tI-gy0kBnic 



Five D’s of Difference

1. Distancing – avoiding situations in which one feels different. Distancing can 
occur physically, emotionally, or intellectually

2. Denial – pretending that there is no difference between oneself and another, 
minimizing its importance, or ignoring the difference altogether

3. Defensiveness – trying to protect oneself from acknowledging the difference 
between oneself and another to avoid the discomfort created by that difference

4. Devaluing – assessing the difference between oneself and another as deficient 
or less important

5. Discovery – appreciating the difference between oneself and another and 
seeing how enriching that difference may be



Differences are manifested by…

• Non-verbal communication
• Gestures, facial expressions, eye contact may have different meanings in certain 

cultures

• Stereotyping
• Assignment of characteristics or beliefs about another culture based on prejudice 

or limited exposure

• Ethnocentrism 
• Belief that one’s ethnicity provides the true or correct view of the world

• Racism

• Language 



Awareness: How to Increase?

• Learning about Your Own Culture

• Examining Your Biases, Prejudices, and Stereotypes



Possible Areas of Bias

• Religion/spirituality: Religious prejudice

• Economic Class: Classism, Invisible working poor

• Sexual identity: Heterosexism, Sexism

• Psychological maturity, cognitive maturity: Elitism

• Ethnic/Racial identity: Racism, Ethnic Prejudice

• Chronological challenge, Life span: Ageism, Kidism

• Trauma: Denial of the trauma’s importance

• Family History: Failure to consider

• Unique physical issues: Ableism  

• Language & location of residence: Linguism, Elitism



Our Biases

• Please write down some biases you might have, do not write 
your name

• I will collect them and will randomly draw some out to read



A Minority Experience with Therapy



A Minority Experience in America

Watch it here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daJZU5plRhs





How does this play out in your work with clients? 



Case presentation 

FM is a 20-year-old African American male who presented to 
PREP immediately following his first psychiatric hospitalization. 
He is currently on medical leave from the University of Virginia 
and is living with his parents and brother in the Boston area. FM 
immigrated to the United States at the age of 18 to attend 
college; his parents had decided to raise their children in 
international communities, mostly in Africa, to protect them from 
the racism that FM’s father experienced growing up in the US. 



Psychiatric History/Onset of Prodrome

Of note, BMB did indicate that, starting around the age of 16, he 
became more attuned to the risks of being a young black man in 
the United States. He described being especially sensitive to his 
surroundings in urban areas at night, which he described as 
“paranoia.” BMB explained that, while walking home late at night 
and feeling unsafe, he would notice shadows out of the corner of 
his eye – he states now, I was “being paranoid about nothing.” 
These shadows were recurrent, and he tended to notice them 
once or twice/week. BMB denied a recent change or increase in 
these perceptual abnormalities. 



Onset of Psychosis

FM noted that he felt this individual was wire-trapped by the 
police. He ultimately walked up to one of the blue emergency 
campus phones and called for help, stating that he didn’t feel 
well. FM remembers being convinced at the time that he was 
going to be arrested when he was taken to the hospital, even 
telling one of the nurses in the emergency room, “I plead the 
fifth.” Medical records indicate that FM was also apologizing 
profusely for “being black” and had soiled himself in the ER. FM 
recalls believing that everyone on the unit, except for him, was an 
actor on a TV show, consistent with a Truman-show delusion. 



Discussion

• What part of this skit was most striking to you?

• How was the family’s conceptualization of symptoms and treatment different from the 
clinician? How did that change over the course of the meeting? 

• What could have the therapist done to build a stronger alliance with the family? What 
would you have tried? 

• In what way does the ethnocentrism of the therapist play a role in this process? 

• Have you encountered a similar case before in your practice where mental health 
symptoms that overlap with legitimate responses due to cultural or minority status? How 
have you navigated this? How would you have done so with this family?



Beyond the therapeutic relationship



Structural Barriers

Watch it here!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTs_O3CtJWU 



What does this look like in your 
clinic/center?



What does your work potluck look like?





Outside of work: 
Reflections on our engagement with others



• Interact with diverse groups, learn about different cultures

• Who do I invite over to my home? 

• Who do I spend time with on a Friday night?

• Where do I normally go to eat? 

• What books or publications do I read?

• Where do I travel?


